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1 - Yuna Ans The Oasis Cave

Yuna And The Oasis Cave

Yuna was wandering around the forgotten desert, when she stumbled upon an oasis and waterfall in the
middle of the desert. Then Yuna stopped for a rest, she sat on a rock for a while when all of a sudden
there was a grinding sound and all the water disappeared, revealing a cave behind the waterfall. Yuna
went into the cave where she found a chest, she opened it to receive a gun and ammunition, then
everything went dark and the cave door closed behind her and one opened in front of her. Yuna
wandered through the door there were 3 paths, she took the path on the left, it seemed to go on for
miles when all of a sudden she found herself in a room with a bed, she slept for the night. When Yuna
awoke there was a Revenant Orc on the other side of the room, she shot it dead then its body faded
away leaving behind five fire bullets. Then suddenly Yuna found herself falling, she ended up in a room
with a glowing Glyph and a glowing Phoenix on the wall, she decided to touch the gloving Glyph first, a
hole appeared in place of the Glyph she placed her hand in the hole and found five more fire bullets just
the ones the Orc had dropped, she now had ten fire bullets in total. Then Yuna touched the glowing
Phoenix, then she fell through the floor once again onto a platform. The room had ten candles that were
out of Yuna’s reach, a painting of a Phoenix on the wall and on the opposite wall there was a painting of
a gun then some red bullets and then a candle, she realised she had to shoot the candles with the fire
bullets, once she had done that a rope fell from the ceiling and everything started to crumble. Yuna
climbed half way up the rope when she was teleported to the edge of the oasis, all the water came
rushing back. Just as Yuna was about to leave a Red Sphere came flying out of the oasis and landed by
her feet. Yuna took the Sphere back to her Airship and tested the Sphere to find out what it was, it
turned out to be one of the two Legendary Spheres this one was Phoenix. The information Yuna got
from the Sphere was vague but it seemed to give the location of the more powerful of the Legendary
Spheres-Bahamut. Yuna set off for that location hoping to find the Sphere. Wish the Brave Sphere
Hunter good luck because who knows what could happen to her…
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Yuna And The Forgotten City

Yuna had arrived at the forgotten city, where she was looking for the Legendary Sphere Bahumut. Yuna
followed the crumbling path until she reached a tall building with a large black dragon statue on the roof.
Yuna entered the building to find a desk with something rustling behind it, slowly she approached the
desk, gun drawn, only to find it was just a rat. So Yuna looked around and found a book, inside it
read-follow the instructions printed: 2 steps left, 1 right, 27 forward, 1 back. Yuna followed the
instructions printed, then a book case moved revealing a lift. Yuna entered the lift when, no sooner had
she entered, the lift door closed and shot upwards. When the lift stopped the floor dial read floor 98 out
of 99, Yuna got out of the lift to find the room she had entered bare, she turned to find the lift door had
vanished. Yuna turned to face the room once again to find a statue in the far left corner of the room, as
she approached it, it moved and destroyed a small dragon statue that she was sure wasn’t there a
minute ago. Yuna watched the statue move on destroying countless dragon statues, then it vanished.
Yuna looked at the ruins of the other statues, as they faded away they left behind diamond and sapphire
gems, she placed them in her pocket, as she did that part of the wall in front or her retracted into the
ground to reveal a staircase. When Yuna got to the top of the stairs she was on the roof, in front of her
was the statue of the black dragon, and from this close she could notice a large inscription on its leg, it
read: PU KOOL. At first it made no sense, then Yuna saw the reflection in her gun barrel and the
inscription now read LOOK UP, so she looked up and a Sphere dropped out of the sky and landed in her
pocket which knocked the gems out of her pocket. Then the dragon statue took the gems in its mouth
and took off into the sky, then Yuna heard a voice “The price for the Legendary Sphere” it was at that
point she realised that the dragon wasn’t a statue it was the Legendary Dragon Bahumut. Yuna went
back to her Airship to test the Sphere, it was obviously the Legendary Sphere Bahumut because the
power radiating from the sphere was immense, and just like the Phoenix Sphere it had a map, but this
one led to the all powerful God Sphere Ultima. This could be one of her hardest and most dangerous
adventures yet, wish her some luck…she will need it.
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Yuna At Mystical Mt.

Yuna had now arrived at Mystical Mountain, the supposed location of the All-Mighty God Sphere Ultima.
Yuna was at the base of the mountain where there was a great arched gate, standing at a total of 76ft
tall with a powerful force field that no known spell could break. Yuna was wondering how to get past the
force field when a swarm of Flan came from behind the force field and charged towards her. So Yuna
flipped back out of the Flans way, then jumped high into the air and fired upon the swarm of Flan,
shooting at least 4 Flan dead. Then Yuna barrel rolled still in the air, once again firing upon the Flan,
there were 2 Flan left. Yuna landed then dived to the left, shooting both Flans dead, all of a sudden a
large black Flan dropped out of the sky and landed in front of the gate. Yuna fired upon the cliff edge by
the Flan, which caused several icicles to fall, instantly killing the Flan, as the Flans body faded away so
did the force field binding shut the way up the mountain. Yuna started up the mountain, on the way up
she found 3 golden chests, one contained a gun, another contained 2 auto reloading clips and the other
contained ammo. When Yuna got halfway up the mountain she found a cave, she entered the dark cave
she had to cover her mouth and nose, because the smell in the cave made her feel ill and confused.
When Yuna got towards the end of the cave she encountered a dreaded Malbro who’s most dangerous
attack was its breath, she caught the Malbro by surprise and fired upon the Malbro causing heavy blood
loss and damage. The Malbro was now in a critical state so it used its breath attack on Yuna but she
rolled out of the way and shot the Malbro dead. Yuna got out of the cave only to reach the edge of the
cliff, she turned around to face the cliff when she noticed some climbable rocks, she climbed for around
15 minutes where she reached some old ruins. Yuna entered the ruins only to be confronted by a mighty
Beomoth, she had to hide behind some old pillars as the Behemoth nearly crushed her, she ran behind
the Behemoth and started to climb its tail, once she was on top of it she made her way over to its head
and shot it several times. Yuna got off the Behemoth and watched its body fade away leaving behind a
Sphere, she picked up the sphere and made her way back down the mountain to her Airship, where she
tested the Sphere, it was the all mighty God sphere Ultima.
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